PhD Academy in a nutshell

- The PhD academy is a conference created for all PhD candidates and supervisors of the Vienna Doctoral School CoBeNe, as well as master’s students of the University of Vienna
- **@PhD candidates**: Present your work (at any stage) to your peers and get rewarded with 4 ECTS!
- **@Master’s students**: Show us your research as a poster!
- **@Supervisors and Postdocs**: Learn about ongoing research within CoBeNe and support your presenting students!

Dive into the CoBeNe experience:
- 🎓 **Spotlight on Excellence**: Engage with four illuminating keynotes by Alumni of the University of Vienna.
- 🌟 **A unique chance to get inspired and connect!**
- 🎉 **Poster & Talk Awards**: Showcase your work and stand a chance to be recognized with our awards!
- 🔬 **Behind-the-Scenes Lab Tours**: Step into the world of cutting-edge research with our guided lab tours.
- 🎉 **Mingle & Celebrate at Alter AKH Campus**: Join us for a memorable social event! A perfect setting to relax, network, and create lasting memories.

Your abstract submission

- Abstracts for talks are accepted by PhD candidates; poster abstracts are accepted by master’s students
- Good research needs time - therefore: submitting work in progress is absolutely fine!
- Please submit abstracts written for an interdisciplinary audience! Make your work interesting for people outside of your field.
- Abstracts must contain clear information about what is being presented (i.e., a preregistration, work in progress, or a completed study) and should include, depending on the object of the submission, according information (theoretical background, research question, sample and study design, analytical procedures, and results).

For talks and poster submissions: Please include an abstract to your registration. If this is not the case, you can also register as a visitor.
@PhD candidates: If you want to receive ECTS for presenting, you have to register via u:find [https://is.gd/cobene2024ufind](https://is.gd/cobene2024ufind)

Register now at [https://is.gd/cobene2024](https://is.gd/cobene2024)!
Deadline for registration: 15th Nov 2023